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Executive Summary 
 
IFAW believes that the Standing Committee’s (SC) decision on designating Japan as a 
“trading partner” for the one-off sale of ivory stockpiles must be fully reviewed and that 
such a well-informed review will automatically lead to a withdrawal of this designated 
status. Japan does not meet the requirements to become a “trading partner” according 
to Res. 10.10 (Rev. CoP12). The reasons for this are as follows: 
 
1. There was not enough time for the SC Members to fully prepare for the relevant 

discussions, due to the Secretariat’s technical mission report not becoming available 
until the 19 September 2006, and the report only being available in English. 

2. The registration process in Japan is far from being completed. There are still a 
significant number of stores, including those that sell ivory online, that are not 
registered with the government. It is also questionable whether the Government of 
Japan will indeed be able to manage the registration system adequately, given the 
sheer volume of relevant stores. 

3. The lack of adequate control over ivory in personal possession creates a serious 
loophole in the Japanese ivory control system, preventing accurate matching of the 
figures to determine how much ivory is in stock, and how much is consumed. 

4. The current lack of control over the antique market can potentially create a 
distribution channel for illegal ivory not only domestically but also internationally. 

5. Some of the antique dealers appeared to be selling relatively new ivory items, as 
mentioned above, and there appears to be a link to the illegal ivory trade on the 
Chinese market. 

6. Many ivory items are offered online, seemingly without registration, from raw 
materials (cut pieces and whole tusks) to finished products like netsuke. 

7. The database fails to monitor the flow of ivory within Japan. It does not show the 
volume of ivory stock within the country, and fails to link cut pieces and finished 
products with whole tusks. 

8. There have been too many unresolved seizures of illegal ivory that involve Japan.  
The possibility of Japan still being a significant market is extremely high, and it 
would be irresponsible for the CITES Parties to authorize this trade under this 
circumstance. 
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Introduction 
 
At the 54th Meeting of the SC of the Convention on the International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES), Japan was authorized to become an importing country for 
the one-off export of ivory stock from Botswana, Namibia and South Africa. However, 
this authorization is subject to reviewing at the 55th Meeting, since some Member 
States expressed concerns with regard to Japan’s ivory trade control system. This report 
examines Japan’s control system, questioning some of the remarks made by the 
Secretariat as well as addressing the concerns raised as above by the Member States. 
 
Methodology and Legitimacy of the Research 
 
The IFAW research team consisted of three persons with one lead researcher.  The 
research mainly consisted of internet searches, telephone surveys and site visits. All 
questions were simply asked as ordinary interested customers.  IFAW had its detailed 
research plan reviewed and approved by a Japanese lawyer, was briefed on how the 
questions should be articulated, and followed this advice carefully.   
 
Background   
 
At the 12th Conference of the Parties (CoP), CITES Parties agreed on the one-off sale of 
ivory stockpiles from Botswana (20t), Namibia (10t) and South Africa (30t), after May 
2004 once the certain conditions are deemed to be met. China and Japan requested to be 
designated as “trading partners” for this trade. Although this subject has been 
discussed at every meeting of the SC since then, no decision was made until SC54.   
 
At SC54, the Secretariat recommended that “no decision regarding China be taken at 
the present meeting”.1 There were a series of large-scale seizures of illegal ivory flowing 
into China. This presumably affected the Secretariat’s opinion which previously was 
positive towards designating China. 
 
Japan, however, was recommended to be designated as a trading partner for the one-off 
trade, based upon the Secretariat’s own verification report.2 There are several serious 

                                                  
1 SC 54 Summary Record, p. 16 
2 SC 54 Doc. 26.1 (Rev. 1). 
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weaknesses in this report, which will be addressed later, but the Secretariat’s 
recommendation was accepted without adequate discussions due to the time constraints 
and Japan was designated as a trading partner. 
 
Later, however, a number of delegates expressed concerns with regard to Japan’s control 
system, and; 
 

[The Committee] requested the Secretariat to provide an update on the 
situation at its 55th meeting.  This update report, which should be 
comprehensive, should take account of any new information including 
reference to ETIS, and should also address all the concerns expressed during 
the discussions at the [54th] meeting and bring to the attention of the 
Committee any reason for reviewing Japan as a trading partner at the 
Committee’s 55th meeting.3

 
IFAW’s report intends to contribute to the review and raise some major shortfalls in 
Japan’s ivory control system that were detected and which must be re-examined at 
SC55. 
 
Resolution Conf. 10.10 
 
Before entering into detailed examinations, Parties must be reminded of the following: 
Above all, the importing country has to fulfill all requirements of Resolution Conf. 10.10 
(Rev. CoP12) which requires an importing country to; 
 

a) register or license all importers, manufacturers, wholesalers 
and retailers dealing in raw, semi-worked or worked ivory 
products; 

b) establish a nationwide procedure, particularly in retail outlets, 
informing tourists and other non-nationals that they should not 
purchase ivory in cases where it is illegal for them to import it 
into their own home countries; and 

                                                  
3 Above note 1, p. 17. 
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c) introduce recording and inspection procedures to enable the 
Management Authority and other appropriate government 
agencies to monitor the flow of ivory within the State, 
particularly by means of: 

i) compulsory trade controls over raw ivory; and 

ii) a comprehensive and demonstrably effective reporting 
and enforcement system for worked ivory;4

The following discussions of Japan’s control system bear comparison with Res. 10.10 
where appropriate. 
 
Concerns expressed at SC54 
 

In relation to discussions regarding possible trading partners, delegates noted 
the progress made by China and Japan but several delegates also stressed the 
serious levels of illicit trade and the need for caution before agreeing that legal 
trade in ivory should resume. Some delegates questioned the adequacy of 
Japan’s internal trade controls and particular reference was made to; the 
number of registered traders; ivory in personal ownership; and the database 
that has been created to monitor the flow of ivory.5

 
The following sections will discuss the above concerns raised by the delegates; (1) the 
implementation status of the registration system; (2) regulations concerning ivory in 
personal possession; (3) the efficiency of database; and (4) the level of illicit trade. 
 
Concern 1: The number of registered and unregistered traders 
 

Registered ivory traders constitute only part of the ivory trading community. The deficiency of the 

existing registration system in Japan means the following 

a) Potentially a significant number of ivory traders are operating without 

registering with the Government; 

                                                  
4 Res. Conf. (Rev. CoP12). 
5 Above note 1, p. 17 
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b) Trade in ivory on the Internet is not adequately controlled; 

c) Ivory trade in the antique market is not adequately controlled.  

 
The Secretariat reported that at the end of July 2006, there were 11,061 registered: 280 
manufacturers, 579 wholesalers, and 10,202 retailers.6 The Secretariat continues to say 
that “there are traders who remain unaware of the requirement”, but that education 
and publicity efforts were being made by the Government of Japan.7 The Secretariat 
failed to estimate the potential percentage of the registered traders amongst all traders. 
 
The number of unregistered dealers, particularly within retail, is possibly quite high.  
For instance, the Secretariat makes an assumption that unregistered dealers “tend to 
be antique or second-hand dealers”. However, even with regard to hanko (seal) dealers, 
the Japan Wildlife Conservation Society’s survey between October 2003 and January 
2005 found that approximately 90% of the dealers selling ivory hankos were 
unregistered, and that in 1998, there were 50,000 hanko retailers.8 This number is 
much higher than just over 10,000, which is the number of registered shops reported by 
the Secretariat in 2006 as noted above. 
 
IFAW’s Survey: Site Visits to Hanko Stores 
 
IFAW’s own survey between March and April 2007 found that there is still a significant 
portion of traders that may not be registered with the Government. The paragraphs 
below examine the situation with hanko dealers only, and the situation with antique 
dealers appears to be considerably worse, as mentioned later.   
 
IFAW visited hanko shops in Tokyo and the City of Kofu9 in neighboring Yamanashi 
Prefecture, in order to encompass the situation in smaller cities that the Secretariat did 
not visit. In both cities, IFAW’s survey result shows that there were more dealers that 
may not be registered than registered dealers.   
 
                                                  
6 Paragraph 11, ibid, p. 7. 
7 Paragraph 12, ibid, p. 7. 
8 See Japan Wildlife Conservation Society (2006) Control of Internal Ivory Trade in 
Japan: Compliance with Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP12), p. 10. 
9 Kofu is approximately 135km away from Tokyo with the continuously decreasing 
population which currently remains at 200,000.  Its main industries are traditionally 
precious stone polishing and carving of hanko. 
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In Tokyo, IFAW visited various areas: Amongst the five stores that were open in 
Asakusa, four of them were registered. On the other hand, in Shinbashi, a ‘town of 
businessmen’, amongst the six stores visited by IFAW, none of the hanko stores had a 
registration sticker or certificate seal. Also, during the survey, IFAW discovered that in 
Asakusa, the town which has traditionally been the center of ivory carving in Tokyo, 
many of the stores were closed down or had become a residence of dealers who are 
presumably operating from home or online, as it is still listed as an ivory store on the 
Internet. 
 

 Total Registered Unregistered 
Asakusa* 5 4 1 
Ginza  4 1 3 
Shibuya 5 1 4 
Shinjuku 2 2 0 
Shinbashi 6 0 6 
Other 6 2 4 
Total in Tokyo 28 10 (36%) 18 (64%) 
Total in Yamanashi 19 8 (42%) 11 (58%) 
 
Table 1: Results of IFAW’s survey on the registration status of ivory stores in Tokyo and 
Kofu, Yamanashi 
* The stores in Asakusa, include those that are not specifically selling hanko, and all other stores are hanko stores.. 
 

R egistered

38%

N ot show n as 

registered

62%

 

Chart 1: Percentage of registered hanko stores 
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On the other hand, in Kofu-City, amongst the 19 stores that were visited and were open 
on that day, only eight of them had registration stickers displayed. Amongst the stores 
that did not have a registration sticker included a stationery store that was selling 
plastic hanko which they called “new ivory hanko”.10

 
Interestingly, the price of a hanko was generally much lower at unregistered stores (See 
Table 2 below); for instance, in Ginza, more than 30,000 JPY (approximately 260 USD) 
for the registered store, whereas the prices at the other three unregistered stores were 
29,800 JPY (259 USD) for two, 19,800 JPY (172 USD), and 9,230 JPY (80 USD), 
respectively. 
 

No. 

Registration 

Sticker 

Certificate 

Seal 
Location Price 

1 No No Shibuya 29800+ 

2 No No Shibuya 19800+ 

3 No No Shibuya 23100+ for two 

4 No No Shibuya 40000-50000 

5 Yes ? Shibuya 40000+ 

6 Yes Yes Shinjuku   

7 Yes ? Shinjuku 40000+ 

8 No No Shinbashi 14000+ 

9 No No Shinbashi 11000-24000 

10 No No Shinbashi 19800+ 

11 No No Shinbashi 8400-25200 

12 No No Shinbashi Less than 10000 

13 No No Shinbashi 22500+（15.00mm） 

14 No No Konan 13800-19800 

15 Yes Yes Yokohama 21000-84000 

16 No No Yokohama 15800+ 

17 No No Konan 315+ (Probably plastic, but on sale as "new ivory") 

18 Yes ? Fujisawa 28035-60165（The price goes up by 20% after 1 May 2007） 

19 No No Fujisawa 19800+ 

20 No No Ginza 29800+ for two 

21 No No Ginza 19800+ 

                                                  
10 The price of a plastic ‘ivory hanko’ was 315 yen. 
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No. 

Registration 

Sticker 

Certificate 

Seal 
Location Price 

22 No No Ginza 9240-93240 

23 Yes Yes Ginza 30000+ 

Table 2: Price of Ivory Hanko (12-13 mm) in Tokyo (excluding Asakusa) 
 
IFAW’s Survey: Online Survey on Hanko Dealers 
IFAW also looked into the situation concerning ivory hanko sold online. It is quite 
possible that some of the ivory dealers have switched to operating on the Internet, 
rather than physically having a shop front. This, together with those who newly joined 
the business, may contribute to the significant number of online sales of ivory hanko: By 
putting key words – “ivory”, “hanko”, “sales” – IFAW found 68,500 hits. This included 
duplicates and irrelevant sites, and after the verification of each site, at least 322 sites 
offered ivory items. We found that amongst 322 dealers that sold ivory hankos, only 205 
of them were shown as registered dealers on the site. The percentage of registered 
online hanko dealers is just over 63% (See Chart 1 below). It should be noted that this 
survey is only focused on those selling hanko. 
 

Not shown as
registered

39%

Registered
61%

 
Chart 2: Percentage of registered online hanko dealers 
 
How will the Government of Japan ‘manage’ the registration scheme, given the 
potential large number of unregistered dealers?  IFAW contacted the METI’s relevant 
section; Manufacturing Industries Bureau’s Paper Industry Lifestyle Goods Section.11  
The Section is responsible for proliferating information on the registration scheme, and 
                                                  
11 27 April 2007. 
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has issued leaflets for dealers to notify the registration scheme. The leaflet is available 
to anyone who visits the local METI office; and distributed to relevant groups (such as 
Seal Association) and public institutions. The information is also made available on the 
Internet, and has apparently been broadcast on the radio. 
 
In response to the question as to what is being done if dealers are found to be 
unregistered, nothing was mentioned in terms of penalty. The Section “gives guidance” 
to such dealers, as well as on-site inspections. Although IFAW acknowledges the 
dedication shown by the Government of Japan, there remains a serious concern as to 
whether such soft enforcement mechanisms as mentioned above are truly effective, and 
whether the information reaches all dealers selling ivory, given the aforementioned 
results. 
 

IFAW’s survey: Ivory hanko replaced by hand-written signature? 
 
IFAW also carried out an interesting exercise to determine whether the Secretariat’s 
comment that “the previous widespread use of ivory hankos has decreased”, which 
implied that Japan no longer “faced the prospect of potentially having to register 
significant numbers of traders”. As for the reasons why the use of hanko has decreased, 
the Secretariat suggested that “hand-written signatures are now much more commonly 
used than seals, since the latter are more open to forgery and fraud”. IFAW’s research 
found that the Secretariat’s comment was not necessarily accurate. 
 
Out of 122 banks that IFAW telephoned, 54 of them required hanko to open an account 
with them. This number excludes six banks which answered that signatures might be 
accepted as an exemption. Obtaining a driver’s license is another area.  Out of 20 
driving schools across Japan from north to south, 15 of them said that hanko was 
absolutely necessary, and only three of them accepted ‘exceptions’. Obtaining 
administrative documents from many of the city halls also still requires hankos. Out of 
20 city halls across Japan, half of them definitely required hanko, and two of them 
accepted ‘exemptions’. As for renting a property, the requirement of hanko instead of a 
signature appears to be even more solid: All 80 real estate agencies require hanko, 
except for three that accept signatures as an exception. 
 
Whilst it is true that a signature is being accepted in increasingly more cases, there are 
many areas where hanko is still a requirement as the survey results show, and 
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possessing a hanko is still a must for Japanese people. This ultimately means that the 
number of hankos people have to hold may remain the same regardless of the 
acceptance of signatures.12

 
Concern 2: Ivory in personal ownership 
 

Exempting personal possession of ivory tusk from statutory control provides a platform for 

"laundering" illegally obtained ivory into the legal market.  

 
Japan has no regulation on the possession of ivory for non-commercial purposes. This 
point was raised as a point of concern during the discussions at SC54, since under the 
Japanese system ivory in personal possession is able to enter the legal market without 
scrutiny. This should also be considered, in light of the fact that, for example, every year, 
around one to three tons of registered tusks are introduced to the market, according to 
the study by TRAFFIC East Asia-Japan.13 In this study TRAFFIC points out that 
amongst 252 tusks 225 of them were held by ordinary citizens.   
 
Taking a whole tusk for instance, there are several loopholes in registration as shown 
below. 
 
(1) The Japanese system virtually accepts any document “that proves the legitimacy” of 

ivory without specifying how. 
 
Although the Secretariat says that “[proof] of legal origin and acquisition must be 
provided at the time ivory is registered”,14 in terms of proof, the regulation is rather lax: 
According to the Japanese law, any document “that proves the legitimacy” is accepted in 
registering ivory tusks, in the absence of a “document which shows the details regarding 
how and when the specimen (individual, organ or part) at issue was obtained within or 
imported to the country”.15 This leaves a considerable amount of discretion on the 
institution appointed for registering ivory in what types of documents are accepted, and 
                                                  
12 See for instance, for the number of stickers registration: TRAFFIC East 
Asia-Japan(2006) TRAFFIC East Asia-Japan Newsletter Vol. 22 No. 1/2, p. 5. 
13 Ibid, p. 7. 
14 Paragraph 13, above note 1, p. 7 
15 Article 20(2), Law Concerning the Endangered Species(LCES); Article 11(2.2) LCES 
Implementation Regulation.  See also; JWCS, above note 8, p. 7. 
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it is quite possible that ivory in personal ownership is allowed to enter the legal market 
without much scrutiny. 
 
(2) There is no physical examination of the actual tusk. 
 
Applications for registering whole tusks are only examined on paper, without a physical 
check on actual items.16

 
(2) There is no marking on the ivory. 
 
There is no requirement under the Japanese law to mark the tusk. This creates room for 
illegal tusks to enter the legal market, by failing to prevent multiple applications using 
the same ivory. 
 
The situations regarding Concerns 1 and 2 above: IFAW’s survey on ‘antique market’ 
 
There also exists an antique market that caters to all kinds of ivory, yet is free from 
strict controls. Between April and May 2007, IFAW conducted a series of surveys on 
dealers in the antique market in order to ascertain whether;  
 

(1) they are registered traders if they deal in ivory;  
(2) they are able to prove by documentation that the ivory items they sell are 

‘antique’;  
(3) they purchase ivory in personal possession, and if so, whether they require 

the appropriate documentation.  
 
Tokyo Site Survey 
 
IFAW visited dozens of antique stores in Tokyo. The stores visited were mostly 
Oriental-style, with various statues, accessories, netsuke, etc., although a few of them 
were European-style and sold ivory accessories. Nine of the antique stores visited by the 
IFAW researcher sold ivory items; none of them were registered with the Government, 
or had any documentation that could prove the age. Only one of them required 
documentation if they were to buy ivory items in personal possession, but only for tusks 
and not for other kinds of items.    
                                                  
16 Article 11(1), LCES Implementation Ordinance Article.   
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Osaka and Kyoto Telephone Survey 
 
Amongst the 83 stores that IFAW was able to confirm whether they sold ivory or not, 25 
stores sold ivory items, and none of them offered a proof of the age of the items. Also, 10 
of them purchased ivory in personal possession, and none of them required any proof of 
legality.   
 
Nagoya Antique Fair  
 
In Nagoya, there was an antique fair where 
dealers were selling various items for a few 
days. Amongst the 23 stalls IFAW recognized 
as selling ivory, only one of them was a 
registered ivory dealer. This dealer had 
approximately 200 ivory items on display, 
from small to large items including whole 
tusks. Other (unregistered) dealers were also 
selling various items: Two of them sold a large 
collection of netsuke; approximately 20 and 50, 
respectively. One of the (unregistered) dealers 
was from China, and this stall sold “new ivory 
from Africa”- a whole tusk (30 cm) for 150,000 
JPY (approximately 1300 USD). IFAW was 
able to confirm that 17 of them did not offer 
proof of the age of ivory. (We were unable to 
confirm whether the others were offering such proof.)  Picture: Ivory on sale at the fair 
 
‘Antique’ stores 

that sold ivory 

Registered store Stores that offered 

proof of antiquity 

Stores that 

purchased ivory in 

personal 

possession 

Stores that 

required 

documentation in 

purchasing ivory  

57 1 0 11 1 
(only for tusks) 

Table 3: Results of IFAW’s survey on ‘antique’ stores 
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Not shown as
registered

98%

Registered
2%

 

Chart 3: Percentage of registered ‘antique’ stores 

ink with the Chinese market?
 
L  

rs). He also added that particularly the price 
f netsuke was skyrocketing worldwide.   

nd individuals in 
apan that order hanko from stores in China, via fax or telephone.   

 

                                                 

 
Some of the antique dealers seemed to be selling relatively new ivory items, as 
mentioned above, and there appeared to be a link to the Chinese market: One of the 
store owners told the IFAW researcher that although he mainly dealt in ivory items 
older than 1940s, he was able to obtain new items and pointed out a dragon statue from 
China as a relatively new item. It shows that there is a market in Japan: The above 
store owner said that he recently sold an ivory statue that was about 20 cm high for 
800,000 yen (approximately 6,700 US dolla
o
 
This type of ivory market should not be underestimated, since IFAW’s research in China 
has shown that there exists a flow of new ivory from China into Japan,17 particularly 
through the ‘antique’ market channel. Many of the ‘antique’ stores in Beijing, Shanghai 
and Guangzhou were selling new items, and were seemingly deceiving the system.  
IFAW researchers in China also witnessed that there are stores a
J

 
17 IFAW (2006) Ivory Market in China: China Ivory Trade Survey Report 
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IFAW also found dozens of online 
auction sites18 that offered ivory 
items, from raw materials (cut 
pieces and whole tusks) to 
finished products like netsuke.  
Only one of the dealers, who sold 
raw materials, was shown as 
registered. One of the sites 
offered “new” ivory from “China”, 
that was carved by a carving 
master for over 1,500,000 JPY  

      (approximately 130,000 USD). 
Picture: Ivory item from China offered on online auction site 
 
Given the definite existence of the demand for ivory for ornamental purposes, the above 
findings are of serious concern: There is virtually no regulation implemented amongst 
‘antique’ stores, in terms of registration, or control over ivory in personal possession.  
This type of store can provide a point of entry for illegal ivory to enter the legal market, 
or for ivory in personal possession to reach end customers without any regulations 
applied to it.   
 
Concern 3: Database to “monitor the flow of ivory” 
 

The existing database fails to adequately monitor levels of legal stock within the country and the 

flow of ivory from whole tusk to each finished product.  

 
The ivory database managed by Japan Wildlife Research Centre that is entrusted by 
the Government is to help complying with the following requirement in the Resolution 
10.10: “c) introduce recording and inspection procedures to enable the Management 
Authority and other appropriate government agencies to monitor the flow of ivory 
within the State,…”. However, it has been repeatedly mentioned in various reports that 
two separate systems exist for cut pieces and worked ivory, and whole tusks under the 

                                                  
18 As mentioned earlier in this report 
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Japanese legislation, and these systems are not linked to each other.19   
 
Furthermore, the data regarding cut pieces and worked ivory rely on the record-keeping 
by individual traders who are registered with the Government. First, given the fact that 
the registration is still incomplete as examined earlier, this database is not yet reliable 
even from this point only. Secondly, compliance with record-keeping requirements is not 
enforced by the Police or Customs. It is managed by the Ministry of the Environment 
(MOE) and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) that may give advisory 
or warning or suspend business temporarily, but have no enforcement power.  
Therefore, although traders are “obliged to keep ledgers” and “required” “to submit 
copies of their records”, as the Secretariat reports,20 this scheme relies heavily upon 
good faith of traders. 
 
Apart from these deficiencies, the database is unable to provide a figure on how much 
ivory is in the country, given that ivory in personal possession is only required to be 
registered when the owner decides to sell: Every year, approximately one to three tons 
of ivory are shown to enter the market, and this number only includes tusks, as already 
mentioned.21 Although this is quite a significant volume, there is no way of verifying 
whether these new tusks came from legitimate sources. These new tusks and other 
forms of ivory “in personal possession” become “registered” ivory. This system fails to 
detect illegal ivory entering the legal market since the registration process is not 
scrutinized and is subject to exploitation, as examined earlier.22

 
Concern 4: Illicit ivory trade 
 
There is a strong possibility that a significant volume of illegal ivory is still being destined to 

Japan. 

 
A number of delegates at SC54 showed concerns for the level of illegal ivory trade.  
Table 4 is the summary of recent large seizures around the world.  It is a common 
understanding that seizures only represent a “tip of the iceberg”23 , and potential 

                                                  
19 JWCS, above note 8, p. 12.  TRAFFIC, above note 12, p. 7. 
20 Paragraph 14, above note 1, p. 7. 
21 TRAFFIC, above note 12. 
22 See discussions on p. 6. 
23 Involved Enforcement Agencies estimate that about 90% of contraband slips through 
their controls undetected.   
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volume of illicit ivory trade is up to nine times higher.  There are two major seizures 
that involved Japan; in 2002 and 2006.  
 

o December 2004: 800 kg seized in Vietnam. Country of origin: Tanzania 

o March 2005: 261 kg seized in the Philippines. Country of origin: Zambia 

o April 2005: 500 kg seized in Ethiopia. Country of origin: Unknown 

o May 2005: 503 kg seized in Hong Kong. Country of origin: Tanzania 

o July 2005: 1,000 kg seized in Zimbabwe (10 tusks from government 

stockpile). Country of origin: Zimbabwe 

o August 2005: 253 kg seized in Congo. Country of origin: Unknown 

o September 2005: 6,000 kg seized in the Philippines. Country of origin: 

Zambia 

o September 2005: 91 tusks seized in Cameroon. Country of origin: Republic 

of Congo 

o September 2005: 286 kg seized in the Philippines. Country of origin: Kenya 

o September 2005: 472 kg seized in the Philippines. Country of origin: 

Uganda 

o April 2006: 185 kg seized in Kenya. Country of origin: Kenya 

o May 2006: 7,000 kg reportedly seized in Zimbabwe (believed destined for 

China). Country of origin: Zimbabwe (3,000 or 5,000 kg believed to be from 

government stockpile) 

o May 2006: 3,900 kg seized in Hong Kong SAR. Country of origin: Cameroon 

o May 2006: 1,800 kg seized in China. Country of transit: Macao (origin 

unknown) 

o July 2006: 2,158 kg seized in Taiwan. Country of origin: Tanzania 

o July 2006: 3,060 kg seized in Taiwan. Country of origin: Tanzania 

o August 2006: 3,000 kg seized in Japan (Osaka). Country of transit: 

Indonesia (origin unknown) 

Table 4: Large seizures in recent years24

 
Year 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Number 6 1 36 22 15 18 7 7 9 8 6 7 6 

Table 5: Seizures under the border control that involved Japan25

                                                  
24 Environmental Investigation Agency (2004) The Enforcement Imperative: Combating 
the Illegal Trade in Ivory. 
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Singapore Seizure 
 
There appears to have been no conclusion on this case. Over six tonnes of ivory bound 
for Japan had originated in Zambia, was sent off from Malawi, and was intercepted in 
Singapore. The ivory seized included 532 tusks and nearly 41,000 unworked hankos.26

 
Osaka Seizure 
 
This case took place in August 2006. The illegal importer, who is a Japanese citizen, is 
being prosecuted, whilst the Japanese Police and International Criminal Police 
Organization are still looking for the two Korean citizens that were involved in this 
seizure.27 The Japanese citizen claims that he was not aware of the fact that there was 
illegal ivory in the container.28 It is possible that this will be another unresolved case 
that involves Japan. 
 
The ivory imported contained 608 cut pieces (whole tusks divided into three), and 
approximately 18,000 unworked hankos.  It was discovered that part of the cut pieces 
had Swahili writings on them. Most of the cut pieces were approximately 15 cm in 
diameter and 50 cm in length, which is relatively large. The quality of ivory was also 
something ivory dealers in Japan favor; tight ringed and hard. There was also a careful 
processing on the surface to prevent moisture from evaporating.29

 
The implications of 2.8 tons seized in Osaka suggest that Japan has the capacity to 
absorb this large amount of contraband. It means illegal factories and workshops must 
exist which are capable of converting nearly three tons of raw ivory into consumer goods, 
such as hankos, the easiest and most common item. One kilo of ivory can produce 
between 20 and 30 hankos, depending upon the diameter of each hanko. As a minimum, 
2.8 tons can produce 56,000 hankos. This means that facilities to process such a 
significant amount of ivory must exist in Japan before anyone would be interested in 
smuggling 2.8 tons. Also, those 56,000 hankos would have to be laundered into the 

                                                                                                                                                  
25 Source: The Ministry of Finance of Japan. 
26 See: Environmental Investigation Agency (2002) Back in Business: Elephant 
Poaching and the Ivory Black Markets of Asia. 
27 Asahi Newspaper, 13 April 2007. 
28 Asahi Newspaper, 15 January 2007. 
29 Asahi Newspaper, 8 February 2007. 
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retail trade - either via legal traders, or via illegal traders. Either way, the Japanese 
internal controls appear inadequate. 
 
Concluding remarks 
 
The seizure examples mentioned above are undeniably evidence of an existing illegal 
ivory market in Japan, and the level of the illicit trade concerning Japan is extremely 
serious. IFAW is concerned with the current system which has several loopholes for 
illegal ivory to enter the legal market: The lack of scrutiny for the registration process 
for whole tusks, the lack of compulsory control over ivory in personal possession, the 
inadequate control over the antique market, and the database that fails to link whole 
tusks and cut pieces with finished products are of particular concern. It is also doubtful 
whether the demand for ivory hanko has decreased as much as the Secretariat thought.  
The very fact that as many as 18,000 unworked hankos were being smuggled into Japan 
tells otherwise. Considering these factors, IFAW believes that Japan’s ivory control 
system is still inadequate and that the SC should withdraw the “trading partner” 
status.  
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